Eject Cylinder
For Rear loaders

- Cross-over relief protection to protect against intensification
- High-Tech seal configuration
- Best protection against corrosion
- Intensive protection against abrasion
- Reduced weight and faster cycle times
- Chrome free

Nitrided Telescopic Cylinder Design

AVAILABLE FOR
McNeilus
- 25YD Rear loaders
  PN: 1496239
- 32YD Rear loaders
  PN: 1496240

UP TO 3 YEAR WARRANTY

Offered Exclusively through Street Smart Parts and Service. Available through all McNeilus branch locations. BUY ONCE, BUY RIGHT, BUY SMART.
Slide and Sweep Cylinder
For Rear loaders

- Patented M2 tool steel positive contact shaver
- Nitration provides the best protection against corrosion and abrasion
- Improved gland design
- Conical bushing on both ends of the cylinder
- Tighter tolerance for better sideload support

Nitrided Rod Cylinder Design

AVAILABLE FOR
HD Slide PN: 1399394
HD Sweep PN: 1399391
XC Slide PN: 1399397
XC Sweep PN: 1399399

UP TO 3 YEAR WARRANTY

Offered Exclusively through Street Smart Parts and Service. Available through all McNeilus branch locations. BUY ONCE. BUY RIGHT. BUY SMART.

1-888-MTM-PART . 1-888-686-7278